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Scrutiny Committee Meeting 
 

Date:  Wednesday 22nd November 

Time: 3.00-4.30pm 

Secretary: Emmet Cleaver (EC) 

 
Meeting attended by: Ruth O’Sullivan (RO’S), Chair- non scoring member 

Jingxiu Ouyang (JO) 
Esther Kinn (EK) 
Maria-Madalina Ifrim (MI) 
Rahul Ramanathan (RR) 

Sent apologies: 
 

Sarthak Bhogal  

Agenda: Sara Heddi (SH) Actions/Deadlines: 

Notes:   
 
SH went through her report and drew attention to her working hours. Noted that 
she will be experiencing a busy two weeks ahead and will be using toil shortly 
after. 
 
Manifestos: 
SH noted the ‘We Get It’ campaign and had been working alongside Cath 
Prescott form the Equality and Diversity team in the University.  
Gained local coverage in BBC Northwest 
 
Self-defense classes are being are going to run next semester, this work 
became a collaborative effort with a student society who offer self-defense 
classes. Due to the low uptake the society was experiencing, Sara came to an 
agreement that the work to progress next year to ensure no duplication was 
taking place.  
 
Integrating Consent workshops into inductions: faced difficulty with the 
University in implementing cross-faculty. SH noted she had been doing her own 
workshops in a number of courses.  
 
SH noted that she had been trying to contact other University’s/SU’s who had 
implemented the same project but the response was low. 
 
Reclaim the night: 
Work to expand the event into Salford and in Schools.  
Working alongside Salford Students’ Union and Manchester Metropolitan 
University Students’ Union to do lecture shout outs. 
 
JO: Identified problems in sexual harassment, asked about increased 
awareness campaign. Do you have any statistics about reported incidents?  
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JO: why are there increased rates of reported sexual harassments? 
 
SH: Didn’t have figures to hand but felt confident she could retrieve them, she 
also noted that one of the key factors in the rise of sexual harassment was the  
Lack of education schools. The outreach programmers in schools reflected this.  
 
 
Other achievements: 
SH- Free sanitary products allowed in the Union and have been working with the 
Trustee board to securing this.  
 
EK:  Asked for a breakdown of quantitave numbers 
SH: Women’s signup was  
16 days of activism:  
Body positivity 46 members- 11 attended the first meeting and reclaim the night:   
Cake and Coffee: 40 1st meeting 2nd 25 people came.  
 
JO:  Bought attention to the work on free sanitary products. 
Discussed issues around STDs amongst students and what she intended to do 
on that 
SH: noted that the SU provide free sexual health advice and products to all 
students. Due to work commitments and priorities this was an area that she 
wouldn’t be focusing on.  
 
EK: what work have you done for those SU’s who have not responded about 
running consent workshops in University? 
EK: Do we have the resources to deliver these workshops? 
 
 
SH: There is still time to respond to emails and had done as much as she could, 
she is particularly keen to speak with Cambridge SU about how they 
implemented the workshop.  
 
The resource and information provided for this workshop is not exhaustive-
envisages 10 minute information (presentation or video).  
 
The panel thanked Sara for her report 
  
 
End of Interview  
 
Feedback: The panel was happy with the progress that SH has made.  
JO: Liked the report and its content.  
 
MI: noted that work to be done on including quantitative summaries   
 
EK: Felt that her social media presence could be improved to engage wider 
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audience as there wasn’t a mention of it during the report and also felt that this 
was apparent in her day to day workings. 
 
Scores 
 
Total Score 
EK: 7 
JO: 8   
RR: 9 
MI: 8 
 
Overall Score: 8 
 

Agenda: Riddi Viswanathan (RV)  

Notes:   
 
RO’S Welcomes RV and allows her to discuss their report… 
 
Manifesto point: Creating a more inclusive welcome in Welcome Week 
- produced a pre arrival video for international students.  
- created multi lingual communications- electronic and physical 
-Multi lingual staff for Int. students 
 
Manifesto: review and restructure the ‘Fund It’ program for societies.  
Policy was passed at senate and a review is underway. 
 
Manifesto: Supporting liberation groups and campaigns  
Devised the conversation corner(s) during welcome week 
Black history month was full of activity  
 
Progress on guarantor scheme for international and low-income students to 
have the University act as a guarantor rather than them having to pay rent in full. 
RV has created a paper and presented it to the University. Also working with 
Manchester Students Home to promote international-friendly communications.   
 
Careers event aimed at international masters students- make the best of their 
year, finding ways to stay in UK 
 
Other areas of work/achievements 
 

 Working with the SU to promote SU jobs to International students 
 

 Was elected onto the Society and Citizenship Committee of NUS 
 
 
MI: referenced the Welcome Week guide international students what work went 
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on, particularly for EU students? 
JO: asked about the pre-arrival work and noted that Facebook live was not 
accessible to Chinese students 
RV: Other social media platforms were used to reach International students.  
 
Challenges Riddi received 
Engagement with International students democratic process of the SU-
particularly  
 
EK: expanding the work of the supporting Int. Students, what work have you 
considered in support services for academic support?  
 
RR: UG students looking for part time work, what work have  
 
JO: Attainment working group 
69% of International students get 2:1 degree than their white students 
What work can do in this area? 
 
RV: working with liberation ambassadors- a HEFCE funded project to engage 
students with promoting liberation and diversity throughout the University.  
 
Supported the project to start investigation into exploring different types of 
assessments which are accessible to International Students.  
 
End of Interview 
 
The panel felt that RV is doing very well.  
 
 
The question was raised as to who Riddi represents at the Uni exactly (in 
regards to her remit)? 
 
RR: Her presence was noted throughout welcome week and her Social media 
engagement which was positive.   
 
EK: Her focus is on International Students means there is potential for other 
areas/student groups to not get as much attention to other groups. 
Would like to see her work more with other liberation groups. 
 
Scores: 
RR: 9 
EK: 6  
MI: 9  
JO: 8  
 
Overall Score: 8 
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Agenda Topic: Kitty Bartlett (KB)  

Notes:  
RO’S: Welcomes KB to the panel and asked to provide an overview of her 
report. 
 
Student friendly Bikostreet: embedding student feedback into the running of 
Bikostreet through feedback forms and focus groups  
Student’s events: working to create a centralised program of events that’s easier 
to access.  
 
Sustainability: Making the SU move away from plastic straws and plastic bottles 
 
JO: Activities and development is a broad remit, what exactly is it you cover? 
 
KB: Union Development-refers to the building as a space for students and what 
activity goes on in that space. 
 
Pangea: engagement with students in this area is difficult for a variety of 
reasons: availability, time commitments, engaging a diverse range of skillset.   
Working on developing student involvement with Pangea in new areas. 
 
MI: What work are you doing to include International students with Pangaea 
particularly the pricing of tickets? 
 
KB: notes that prices are too high but notes this is due to the caliber of artists 
playing. There is a shift towards smaller artists.  
Potential to introduce sponsorship, there’s an option to working with BBC 
Introducing to support the variety of acts. 
 
RR: In regards to Pangea, what work could be done with students playing 
Pangaea? 
 
KB: notes that this is a viable option which is being considered, this would be 
beneficial to opening up students opportunities and be more financial 
sustainable  
 
EK: With regards to creating a more engaging environment in Bikostreet 
What work has gone on to gather feedback from students? 
 
KB: there are feedback forms being given out the customers that consist of 8 
questions. The second phase is to do focus groups to look at what students 
want.  
 
 
MI: What work is being done to communicate/promote sustainability in 
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University food outlets? 
KB: It is difficult to influence what university does in their food outlets as it is our 
own. But the work being done in Biko’s has seen the introduction of 
compostable cutlery and crockery in the outlets.  
 
The board thanked Kitty for her time.  
 
End of Interview: 
 
MI: noted that KB is doing well but would like to see her do more with 
development with students Career/Skill development 
 
 
EK: Notes that KB should have stronger communication with the student body, 
to develop new ways that aren’t just talking to students she already has contact 
with- reach random selection of students to get wider opinions.  
 
She has done a good amount of work but not communicated to the student 
body. 
 
MI: she is working well overall, notes that she should look to diversify the 
students involved in Pangea.  
 
 
RR:  Kitty is doing well, would like to see more focus on the development part of 
the role 
 
JO:  her role is quite broad but is not confident she is covering everything within 
her remit, she should consider looking at graduate employment within in her 
work.  
 
The report was very clear in what she was working on and achieved. 
 
 
Scores 
EK: 6  
JO: 7 
RR: 7  
MI: 6  
Total Score: 7 
 

 
 
 
 


